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The Structure and Diagnostic Value
By
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i^rains
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shape and structure

of a genus, or even of a family,
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Hence, these group characteristics often

a similarit\'.

be

used to identify a given starch as belonging to a certain group of plants.

As

medicin.al action or value varies greatly

bers of the same genus,

between closely related mem-

of the highest importance to establish the
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authenticity of the species, and in this determination the starcli grain
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often of the gi'eatest diagnostic value.
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shape, and markings of the grains.
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loss of moisture,
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like

the part
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a Hssure or cleft in the interior, caused

and shrinking

The starch grain has
sphaero-crystal,

starches are

the pnint of attachment of the grain, and that

occupies a position on the surface, while in reality

formed, and
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distinct

(if
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to

that of the

grows by the apposition of new materials.
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According to the best authorities, the grain

is

made up

of

nunute crystals

or miscell* of soluable starch, or granulose, imbedded in a frame
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first
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grains, contain a greater

proportion of granulose, and hence stain more deeply with iodine solution.

This structure of the grain was demonstrated by the action of such

sol-

vents as chloral hydrate or diastatic solutions which dissolve the granulose very rapidl.\',

and leave

a frame\^•ork of starch cellulose, of the

size as the original grain, but lacking the substances wliich

same

produce the

characteristic color with iodine solution.
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was stated by Meyer that the

throughout the grain in
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of the behavior of tlie grain

of this nature.

soluble starch

small crystals or triehites.

was

A

distributed

consideration

upon swelling certainly demands a structure

The methods used

in the preparati(ni of this paper,

and

the results obtained agree with this structure, but indicate that the crystals
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may be

or trlehites of soluble starch
crystals have nearly the

Since the

of a considerable size.

refractive index as the remainder of the

same

grain, they cannot be detected without special treatment.

The

structure of the starch grain

common

those of the
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most
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potato, or of arrowr(H>t,
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starch most plainly, or those of Hamlioo Brier root, which
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and swelling
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upward the outer
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varioiis layers of the grain

with the following easily

which may be compared

to

Febling's

alk.-iline

i-ednciltie

cnjiric

silver

tartrate

solution
Silver

Nitrate

1

Water

Ammonia water
Add the annnunia
]iretii)itate firsr

gm.

15 cc.

formed

q.

s.

w.-iter to the solution of the silver niti'.ite until the
.jnst dissolves.

Potassium and Sodium Tartrate

Water
Dissolve.

2 gm.

15

cc.
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When

amount of

starch grains are treated for a time witli a small

the annuoniacal silver solution to allow the silver salt to he evenly dis-

throughout the grain, and then an equal amount of the tartrate

trilinted

sohithm added, the siher

salt is

reduced by the grauulose present in the
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depending upon the state of reduction.
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crystals occin- towai'd the outer jiortion of each layer, and their piesence

accounts lor the dilTerence

produces the

apiieai'.-ince

jU (lonlile or

in rel'racti<)n of

the layers at this point, which

of concentric rings.

coinpnund grains

Fig.

crystalline
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mass

is

seen

the center

al

of each part, indicating that com]iound gi'ains are formed by the
lion of material

around a number of points

growth of each part

s(N]uent

ol

crystallization,

until fusion occurs.

In the outer layer of the

giMin no cr.\stnls ajipear. and this poition seems to be

greater part of starcli cellulose, which exiilains
static solutions.
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Fig.
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sarsajvarillas of the

of

made

u)!

for the

lesser solubility in dia-

the structure of starch grains

examination of such closely related

genus Smilax.

All the

are connnonly met with, have similar
]ii-esence

its

3.

:ipplic;ition of the differences in

value in

(le])osi-

and the sub-

sjiecies

members

is

of

as the conunon

of this grouii, whieli

histo](tgic;il structures.

raphides ci'ystals of calcium oxalate and

All

show the

parenchyma

cells
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filled

with starch grains, which are commonly spherical, or united in

groups of two or three grains.

Honduras

sarsaparilla, Smilax officinale, is

characterized by starch grains varying from 7 to 20 microns in diameter,
to S microns in length.

and raphides crystals G

when examined in
The starch grains

Brier root shows similar characteristics
hut shows a variation in the starch grain.

Honduras

greatly resemble those of

The connnon Bumboo

sarsaparilla.

fine

powder,

of this drug

being either single or

united in groups, and show a similar structure in the interior of the grain

;

but upon measurement they range in size from 9 to 40 microns, averaging
2t>

microns

in
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Hence, this means

(liaiiietcr.

entiation of these plants

when the drug

is

may be used

examined as a

the application of the al>ove or of similar methods,

to differentiate

between very closely related plants.

of the structure of starch grains

is

more

d-

liottiiwj.

Comixntii.

possible

As our knowledge

becomes apparent, and they

are recognized as one of the greatest aids in Pharmacognosy.

Eli Lilly

powder.

it is

fully developed, their value in the

differentiation of such closely rehited species

Department of

in the differ-

fine

